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WHAT YOU WILL NEED 
 

 The following event will use the rules taken from either the standard 2nd Edition Warlord rulebook: 

 

 
 

 Or the latest hard cover version ‘Savage North’: 

 

 
 

 Both books contain the rules (Savage North includes all the updated errata which can also be 

found at the official Reaper Miniatures website: www.reapermini.com) but for those players looking to play 

a specific faction it is recommended you get that rule book first as they are split over the two books. Having 

both books if possible would help you to understand your opponents forces and give you an advantage, but 

not necessary.  

 

 You will also need: 

• At least one Ten Sided Dice (D10). Six with a mix of two or more colours is preferred. 

• Tape measure with inches marked on it. 

• Pen and paper 

• A deck of cards 

• Colour markers to indicate a models condition eg. Poisoned, Stunned, etc. 

• Miniatures to represent your faction on the battlefield. 

 

Important: Please see the ‘Final Notes’ section for more information about miniatures. 

 



PRIZES 
 

The winner of the campaign will receive $40 worth of Reaper Miniatures product donated by 

Tabletop Gamers Association’s official sponsor - Alpha Strike (www.alphastrike.com.au)  

 
CAMPAIGN RULES 

 
 Games will be played each Sunday between 10:00am and 5:00pm at the Tabletop Gamers 

Association club rooms located: 

 

TABLETOP GAMERS ASSOCIATION MAIN HALL 

HIGGINS PARK TENNIS CLUB 

PLAYFIELD STREET, EAST VICTORIA PARK, PERTH 
 

 

 
 Food and drink are available from the club kiosk. 

 

 This campaign will take place over a five week period starting Sunday, 10th August 2014 and 

ending Sunday, 7th September 2014. Players have only to pay the standard entry each week; there is no 

additional cost to play at the Tabletop Gamers Association club rooms. Week six will have a special 

campaign event taking part over the entire weekend!  

 

Important: Please see the ‘Final Notes’ section for more information about week six.   

  

   
 



 

Unless stated otherwise all games will be played on a 4’x4’ table and use the standard deployment 

rules. Players can play any points value they choose if both sides agree; otherwise the default is 800 points. 

Players are also free to choose any of the scenarios listed in this player pack if both sides agree; otherwise 

a single D10 dice roll referred to the following table will decide the scenario at random: 

 

1-4: Border Patrol 

5-6: Holy Ground 

7-8: Treasure Hunt 

9-10: Assassin! 
 

SCENARIO ONE: BORDER PATROL 
 

Borders only remain borders if you defend them.  
 

This is a standard five turn game from the rule book. At the end of each game both players add up 

the points value of the miniatures they have lost and removed from play during the battle (wounded 

miniatures count as zero points). This total is awarded to the opposing player. Whoever scores the most 

points is the winner. 
 

SCENARIO TWO: HOLY GROUND 
 

The stars have aligned showing the location of a powerful magical node that must be claimed 
before the enemy.  

 

Place a piece of terrain with a footprint no larger than 10” diameter in the exact centre of the 

battlefield. The player with the most points worth of models with their bases touching this terrain piece at 

the end of turn 5 will win this scenario.     

 
SCENARIO THREE: TREASURE HUNT 

 

It is here somewhere! Quickly now, before they find it! 
 

A player must exit the treasure off their home edge of the battlefield. Place three pieces of terrain 

with a footprint no larger than 10” diameter within 12” of the exact centre of the battlefield. One of these 

will contain the treasure and it is not known which until a model searches for it. During it’s activation a 

model may spend a Special Action to search a piece of terrain it has base contact with. A miniature flying, 

burrowing, or in base contact/reach range of an enemy miniature cannot search.  

 

If the controlling player rolls a natural ‘10’ on 1D10 the treasure has been found and is now held 

by the miniature that was searching. This miniature must exit the battlefield and is not able to pass the 

treasure to another miniature. If the miniature is killed the treasure falls to the floor and can be picked up 

by a miniature that moves into base contact with it and spends a Special Action. If the miniature is 

burrowing or flying when killed the treasure is placed on the ground at the same point the miniature was 

removed. At the end of turn 5 both players add up the points value of the miniatures they have lost and 

removed from play during the battle (wounded miniatures count as zero points). This total is awarded to 

the opposing player. In addition, if a player exits the treasure off their deployment side edge they earn 300 

points at the end of the game. 

  
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 
SCENARIO FOUR: ASSASSIN! 

 

Like the snake, if you remove its head the body will die.  
 

The enemy leader must be killed. If a player has a Warlord then this miniature is the leader for 

this scenario. Otherwise, a player must choose one of the leader miniatures in their force to protect while 

attempting to assassinate the opponent’s leader. At the end of turn 5 both players add up the points value 

of the miniatures they have lost and removed from play during the battle (wounded miniatures count as 

zero points). This total is awarded to the opposing player. In addition, if a player’s nominated leader is still 

alive at the end of the game that player only allocates half the points value of miniatures they have lost 

(rounding any decimal points up) to their opponent. 

 
ISLAND OF THE DEAD CAMPAIGN MAP 

  
 A large version of this map will be available at Tabletop Gamers Association. The campaign map 

will be used to track the progress of each player and determine the winner at the end. Players that enter 

the campaign will each choose a starting neutral space. Should there be no neutral spaces available then 

the campaign organiser will choose one at random. A player will always have one space on the campaign 

map, even if it is not the original starting space. Players are to choose a single faction to play through the 

entire campaign. If a player wishes to change factions they must start over with a single neutral space on 

the campaign map. 

 



 Players who win a scenario will gain a single neutral space adjacent to one other space already 

under their control. Any players looking to gain a neutral space are free to play any other doing the same. 

However, if there are only spaces controlled by another player that are adjacent then only those two 

owning players can play each other.  

 

FINAL NOTES 
 

The fantastic miniatures you see in the pictures in this player pack are from the Reaper Miniatures 

range and are official miniatures used in sanctioned ‘Warlord’ tournaments and events. They are of a high 

quality and value for money with many starting at only $2! However, if a substitute miniature from another 

company is used it is to match closely to the troop choice and faction feel. Miniatures do not need to be 

painted, but it is recommended as they will look so much better on the battlefield giving the player a sense 

of pride and achievement.  
 

The game is designed to use square bases (with a minimum of 25mm size) as some figures have 

special abilities that measure ‘one side of a flat edge’. These abilities are few and far between across the 

factions. If a miniature has a round base (or a smaller square base) you are still allowed to use it in the 

campaign. If you have any doubts about anything then please ask the campaign organisers first who will 

make a ruling for you. It is supposed to be fun and not a chore to play after all. However, square bases are 

preferred and should be used if possible. 

 

WEEK SIX SPECIAL EVENT 
 

Saturday, September 13th & Sunday, September 14th is WASMEx 2014 in Perth! 

 

Alpha Strike will have a stand at WASMEx 2014 with a large gaming table set a side for people to 

play team and/or huge point games to showcase Warlord and the fantastic armies that people have built 

and painted. Anyone who plays, or is looking to learn more about this amazing game are encouraged to 

visit the expo and the Alpha Strike stand.  
 

 

www.alphastrike.com.au 
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Adam ‘Ivoryskull’ Jones – TGA Co-Founder and ‘Island of the Dead Campaign 2014’ organiser. 

Email: tgaperth@live.com.au 

Mobile: 0404 949 289 


